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Dual Shades with Motorization
SUBLIME | Ice DS17-6100

Light, neutral colors and rich grains make Alta Wood 
and fabulous Faux Wood Blinds a classic that never 
goes out of style. Add automated tilt and there’s 
really no reason to look further. The beauty of nature, 
without the mosquitoes.

Let’s go window shopping.



WOOD & FAUX WOOD
BLINDS by Alta

Wood Blinds with Automation Tilt/Cordless Lift 
and 6" Wood Cornice

PLEASANT DREAM | W2 600



SUSTAINABLE 
STYLE
From soft grays to whites to other 

light-colored hues, Alta Wood Blinds 

earn style points. Choose from rich 

wood textures or smooth-finish 

stains and paints. Looking for natural 

insulation from abundant, eco-

friendly materials? Right this way…

Scan this code to 
watch how Wood 
Blinds may work 
for you.

//  Wood Blinds



Wood Blinds with Wand Tilt/Cordless Lift & Lock
TINSMITH | WBR 806



//  Faux Wood Blinds



GO FAUX
Highly durable and practical,  

Alta Faux Wood Blinds are perfectly 

paired with high-moisture zones…

and everywhere else. Embossed 

grain slats offer texture that you 

can see and feel, and stylish grays 

and whites bring high design within 

easy reach.

Faux Wood Blinds with Wand Tilt/Cordless XL Lift and Crescent Valance
SOFT WHISPER | S1004

Scan this code to 
watch how Faux 
Wood Blinds may 
work for you.



Faux Wood Blinds with Automation Tilt/Cordless Lift 
and Crescent Valance
SNOW | S901



SLAT HAPPY
Design is personal, so choose a slat size and style based on your window size or 

your preference for the amount of outside view. It’s an open and shut case.

SLAT SIZES

available in most popular 
white colors

2" Slat Size
wood & faux wood

2 ³⁄8" Slat Size
wood only

2 1/2" Slat Size
faux wood only



SLAT STYLES

STANDARD ROUTE HOLES

Light will shine through route holes.

LIGHTSOUT ROUTELESS

LightsOut offers better light blocking without route holes.

SOLID & DECORATIVE TAPES

Coordinate or contrast tapes to your blinds for an extra style 
statement. Tapes function to block light from route holes.



Wood Blinds with Wand Tilt/Cordless Lift & Lock and 
Decorative Valance

SNOW WHITE | W2 296



Wood Blinds with WandTilt/Cordless Lift 
and Modern Valance
ENGLISH WALNUT | W2 299



outside mount

MOUNTING OPTIONS

inside mount

inside mount with returns on trim

inside mount with returns

modern day craftsmanship
Alta’s hand-glued valances feature 

precise mitered corners.



STANDARD WAND TILT

CORD  TILT

Adjust the slats open or closed with a twist. Wand tilt is certified 
Best for Kids when used with Cordless Lift & Lock™ (2" slat size only.)

Scan the QR codes to watch the demonstration videos.

Tilt slats with the touch of a button or a tap on your smart device.

Slats tilt open or closed by pulling on the cord tilt control.

We think about your children and pets 
because you do. We proudly carry the 
“Best for Kids” designation, certifying 
tough independent laboratory testing. 

AUTOMATION

TILT CONTROL OPTIONS

Tilt slats with these options for directional light 
control and privacy. Pair with a lift option shown on 
the next spread.

All blinds with cords include a non-removable warning label located on the 
underside of the bottomrail.



FPO - NEW SHOTSFPO - NEW CGI

Scan the QR code to 
watch the BLISS video.

STATE OF BLISS
Easier than ever, our Bliss™ Automation system delivers wire-free, motorized convenience. 
Tilt your Alta Wood or Faux Wood slats with a touch of a finger using a smart device or 
remote control—or even your voice.

VOICE COMMAND

BLISS APP CONTROL

REMOTE CONTROL



CORDLESS LIFT & LOCK™

CORDLESS LIFT CORDLESS XL LIFT

Blinds lift and lower easily with a gentle push or pull on the 
bottomrail.

Cordless XL Lift is designed to lift and lower all blinds, including 
wider and longer sizes. Automation not available.

Push a button on the bottomrail to lift or lower 
the blinds; release button to lock blinds into place. 
Certified Best for Kids when used with wand tilt on 
2" slats. Automation not available. 

LIFT CONTROL OPTIONS

Lift and lower blinds with convenience. Pair with a tilt option shown on the previous spread.

Scan the QR codes 
to watch the 
demonstration 
videos.



STANDARD LIFT CORD

BOTTOMRAILS

A sleek, contoured bottomrail ensures 
better slat tilting and closure.

Cordless Lift & Lock features a pre-
selected coordinating bottomrail.

Standard lift cord (shown grouped with tilt cord) raises and lowers 
blinds; features break-away stop ball. Controls can also be split; lift 
cord located on one side and tilt cord on opposite side.

All blinds with cords include a non-removable warning label located on the 
underside of the bottomrail.

WOOD

FAUX WOOD

CORDLESS LIFT & LOCK



CROWNING GLORY
Elevate your design to the next level with a commanding statement. The Modern profile 

cornice bestows a sleek, architectural finish onto any window or sliding door. 

Wood Blinds with Automation Tilt/Cordless Lift and 
6" Wood Cornice

PLEASANT DREAM | W2 600



	● 6" Wood Cornice with Modern profile; 
standard dust cover; available in 10 
popular painted wood colors

	● 4 1/2" Faux Wood Cornice with Modern 
profile; standard dust cover; available 
in 10 top-selling faux wood colors

	● Keystone accent will be added to 
cover splice on extra wide cornices

	● Cornices complement most window 
coverings and can be ordered as a 
separate product.

6" Wood Cornice | ASHEN W-401
1 1/4" Blackout Cellular Shade | SILVER DOLLAR S43 7509

6" Wood Cornice | SNOWFLAKE W-013
Roller Shade | CARRARA WHITE RD6 01

CORNICE OPTIONS

A cornice lends architectural style to your 
window or sliding door.



3" MODERN 4 1/2" MODERN

3" DECORATIVE 3" CRESCENT

Faux Wood only.

Faux Wood outside mount only.

VALANCE OPTIONS

Most blinds come standard with the 3" Decorative valance. (Some specialty finishes only available 
with the 3" Modern valance.) Or choose one of the optional valances to best suit your decorating 
style. Valances can also be ordered separately to pair with other window coverings. 



KEYSTONE

Keystone is a decorative element or can function to hide a splice on 
wide width valances.

Decorative, Crescent, and Modern valances with keystone.

A flexible choice for larger windows. Each blind operates independently, yet shares the same headrail.

CONFIGURATION OPTION

TWO-ON-ONE HEADRAIL



Child safety is serious business, which is why we use warning tags, labels, and other meth-
ods to communicate the potential hazards of corded window coverings. The warning shown 
here communicates the important message about cords being a potential strangulation 
hazard and suggest choosing cordless alternatives or products with inaccessible cords.

WOOD FAUX WOOD
SLAT SIZES

2" ✓ ✓

2 ³⁄8"  ✓

2 1/2" ✓

CONTROL OPTIONS

Automation Tilt ✓ ✓

Wand Tilt Standard Standard

Cord Tilt ✓ ✓

Cordless Lift ✓ ✓

Cordless XL Lift* ✓ ✓

Cordless Lift & Lock* ✓ ✓

Cord Lift Standard Standard

DESIGN OPTIONS

Route Holes Standard Standard

LightsOut Routeless ✓ ✓

Two-on-One ✓ ✓

Decorative & Solid Tapes ✓ ✓

VALANCE OPTIONS**

3" Decorative ✓ ✓

3" Crescent ✓

3" Modern ✓ ✓

4 1/2" Modern ✓

Keystone ✓ ✓

CORNICE OPTIONS

4 1/2" ✓

6" ✓

MOUNTS

Inside ✓ ✓

Inside with Returns ✓ ✓

Outside ✓ ✓

// Wood Blinds // Faux Wood Blinds

Scan this code to 
see a digital version 
of the most current 
options matrix.

WOOD & FAUX WOOD BLINDS by Alta

  * Not available with Automation Tilt.

** Specialty Wood and Faux Wood grain available with Modern valance only.

NOTE: Cornices may also be ordered as a top treatment with other Alta window 
coverings.



OUR PROMISE TO YOU
Alta products are made to last—and we back them up with a Limited Lifetime Warranty.

Faux Wood Blinds with Wand Tilt/Cordless Lift & Lock
PREMIUM GRAIN I | DOWN HOME | PG510



On the cover:

Wood Blinds with Automation Tilt/Cordless Lift 
and Decorative Valance with Keystone
SNOWFLAKE | W2 013
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